Duit Your Way

Job Description: Mid - Senior Front End (iOS & Android) Developer
Position

: Front End Developer

Reports to

: Chief Technology Officer (CTO)

Location

:

Salary

-

TTDI Plaza, Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

-

Offsite arrangements can be discussed

: Mid - RM (Ringgit Malaysia) 5,000 - 8,000 + Performance Bonus
Senior - RM (Ringgit Malaysia) 8,000 - 15,000 + Performance Bonus

About Us: www.versa.com.my
We are a financial technology (fintech) startup that aims to build a platform that is intuitive, accessible, and offers an
affordable cash management solution. Through our partnership with Affin Hwang Asset Management (AHAM), our
users can leverage on high-quality money market funds to manage, protect, and monetize their idle cash. To AHAM,
VERSA serves as an alternative digital channel to distribute its cash management products and investment portfolios.
What is our product trying to solve?
Retail and Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are faced with very low interest rates in savings accounts or a lack of
liquidity in fixed deposits. Our first product aims to transform your sleeping cash into money-earning potential through
return rates similar to the interest of a Fixed Deposit. But with Versa, you can ‘duit’ your way and enjoy the freedom to
withdraw your savings at any moment without penalties.
What learning opportunities/initiatives do we have?
We encourage learning the latest best practices and new technologies and we do everything within reason to provide
the tools and courses to learn them
The Role & Responsibilities:
We are looking for a strong front end mobile app developer who welcomes both engineering and maintenance tasks.
The primary focus will be to implement new user interfaces and features together with automated unit and integration
tests. You will be working with our collaborative team and AHAM where your knowledge and advice about application
architecture and the newest mobile technologies will be highly appreciated. The code you write will need to be cleanly
organized and of the highest quality. You’ll also help ensure solid application performance and an excellent user
experience
Responsibilities:
● Developing new features and user interfaces from wireframe models and ensuring the best performance and
user experience of the application
● Fixing bugs and performance problems and writing clean, readable, and testable code
● Cooperating with back-end developers, designers, and the rest of the team to deliver well-architected and
high-quality solutions
Requirements:
● Mid: Min 3-5 years of experience in front-end mobile app development on hybrid, Android, and/or iOS.
● Senior: Min 5-7 years of experience in front-end mobile app development on hybrid, Android, and/or iOS
● Involved directly from start to end of mobile application development, from ideation to publishing in app store
● Experienced in hybrid mobile application frameworks such as Ionic (Angular) and React
● Proficient in Javascript/Typescript/HTML/CSS
● Experience with profiling and debugging mobile applications
● Excellent verbal communication and interpersonal skills
If you are up for the challenge, kindly forward your CV to all 3:
1. richmond@versa.com.my
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2.
3.

nelson@versa.com.my
nursyaza@versa.com.my

